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A Neo-Babylonian Syllabary of the class Sc.
By L. W. King.

In his Assyriologische Randbemerkungen (ZA XXIV,
p. 346) Prof. BEZOLD, when discussing our authorities for
the reading of SiR.BUR.LA as LagaS, refers to the fact
that in 1892 he and Pater STRASSMAIER examined the tablet
Sp. II, 471 in the British Museum. He mentions that one
line of the tablet reads ^La-ga-aS SlR BUR.LA.KIg, but
that the text did not seem to be bilingual, nor did Lag as
appear to be a gloss. He added that a publication of the
whole text would probably furnish more detailed infor-
mation on the point. In my own hand-list of the col-
lection I had noted the fragment as a "vocabulary", but,
at Prof. BEZOLD'S suggestion, I made a fresh examination
of it, and, on transliterating its text, I found it to be a
new portion of the third class of syllabary, Sc. It is part
of a thick tablet of coarse clay, and the fact that the col-
umns are not clearly marked, added to the somewhat
careless character of the writing, accounts for the delay
in its recognition as a syllabary. The small Kuyunjik
fragment, K. 8302 (cf. THOMPSON, CT XI, pi. 39), proves
to be a duplicate of our text and enables us to restore
some of the missing lines. My transliteration of both
fragments is given on pp. 302 and 303, and it will be
seen that the text furnishes us with information of interest
on points connected with the values and names of some
of the Babylonian signs.
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A Neo-Babylonian Syllabary of the class Sc. 299

Before discussing the rest of the text it may be well
to refer to 1. 5, containing the reference to Lagash which
first drew attention to the tablet. This line may now be
restored from K. 8302 as :

la-ga-as \ SIR.BUR.LA.KI | - - la-a- k i-ki \ Su.
The two ditto-signs refer to si-ir and bu-itr in 1. 4, so that
the text gives the name of the group as sir-bur- 1 a-kiki.
But the great interest attaching to the line centres in the
fourth subdivision (Λ/), affording as it does formal proof
that the name of the city expressed by the group SIR.
BUR.LA.KI was pronounced as Lagash both by the
Sumerians and by the later Semites.

We may now take the other lines in the order in
which they occur upon the tablet, using the Kuyunjik
fragment to restore the text where possible, and noting
the points on which they supply information. Of 1. ι only
traces of one character have been preserved; and 1. 2
gives the Sumerian pronunciation of a group of signs as
tub, to which the Assyrian duplicate apparently assigned
at least four Semitic equivalents. L. 3 may be restored
from the duplicate as follows:

ki-id \ IM.KID | im-ta-ka-ku | IT (= M ..... ]) \ I|.
The two texts thus give us the name of the group IM.KID
as im-takaku. It also appears that one Semitic meaning
of the group is to be restored as a word beginning ka[ — ].
K. 8302' also gives an alternative meaning which is broken
away, so that MEISSNER'S suggestion (SAI, No. 6251) that
the group may have had the meaning kirfit, "piece of
clay" (from VR 42, i$h) is still possible. From the name
of the group we may infer a syllabic value tak for the
sign ^Tlli cf· tne si£n ^ίτίί» which also has the value
tak in addition to kid, and for the original identity of
•^flff and ^TIL see JENSEN, ZA I p. 183, cited by BR N-
NOW, No. 1363, and MEISSNEK, OLZ IX, 109 f.
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300 L. W. King

L. 4 may be restored as:
bu-itr | SIR. BUR. 9U | si-ir-bu-ur-mu-Se-en-uu-u \ a-[ri-bu].
The text thus gives the Sumerian pronunciation of the
group SIR.BURHU (= Sem. aribu* "raven") as bur*

L. 5 has been already referred to (see p. 299); 1. 6 may
be restored as:

^^•ga-al | US.KU | ni-it-tab-tit-kul-la-ku \ k[a-lu-u].
(var. ni-ta-ab-)*)

The line gives a variant Sumerian pronunciation of Ub.KU
(= Sem. kalü, *'magician") as [. I\-ga-al, possibly to be
restored from the traces as [ga]g-ga-al·,*) for the Sum.
pronunciation gala, on the basis of WEISSBACH, Misc., PI. II,
col. V, 31, and THOMPSON, CT XI pi. 43, K. 15034, see
HROZNY, ZA XIX p. 368, cited by MEISSNER, SAI No. 3456.

For 1. 7 our two tablets give variant texts. In the
Assyrian version the line probably corresponded to 1. 6,
with the exception of giving to the group a variant name,
nitta-tiikullakii) in . place of nitab-tukullaku. In No. 34951
the group ^S \ takes the place of TjS.KU, and its name
may probably be restored us lu-u-d[i-e$-se-ku]. Also, it
is not improbable that £^ | is an alternative ideogram
for kalü, "magician".

L. 8 gives the Sumerian pronunciation of the group
as bungu. The slight traces of the first sign in

the Semitic column are very uncertain in No. 34951; in
No. 8302 they appear to be diagonal wedges, other Semitic
equivalents being given in the two following lines.

The ideograms .explained in 11. 9—n form a group
closely connected with one another in meaning. L. 9, which
we may restore as gitlam: US.DAM: nittab (Assyr. var.

1) It may here be noted that K. 8302 also gives the variant ni-ta-ah
for the element m-tt-fafr (= US) in the sign-names in 11. 8—10.

2) The tablet gives distinct traces of a sign, probably fel» before
, so that we cannot read the value as ga-al.
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A Neo-Babylonian Syllabary of the class Sc. 3OI

niialt)-damma[ku: &aint], gives the Sumerian pronunciation
of the group Ufi.DAM (= Sem. fyairu, "consort, spouse")
as gitlam. L. 10 assigns the same Sumerian value gitlam
to the group US. SAL. D AM, which also has the same
Semitic equivalent bairn (see BR. No. 5074); with gitlam
cp. the dialectical variant nitalam (SAL. US. D AM, Sem.
fyairu and J}irtn, "spouse", m. and f., BR. No. 10942 f.). The
Sumerian value nitlain is assigned in 1. 11 to the group
SAL.US, the Semitic equivalent of which may possibly
be restored as inartful. The group SAL.US.ME§ occurs
beside DAM.M£§, in the sense of "women, wives", in the
Tell el-Amarna Letters (cf. W. 12, 1. 6 f.); see ZIMMERN,
ZA V, p. 165, . 11 and KUNDTZON, El-Amarna, p. 292 f., n. e.

In 1. 12, which gives us the name of the group SAL.
US.DI (== Sum. mussa), we may restore the Semitic equi-
valent as emu $ikru\ while in 1. 13, which gives the name
of the group SAL.UD.EDIN (= Sum. inurti) as munu&-utu-

-edennaku, the Semitic equivalent may be restored as emu
rabü\ cf. BR., Nos. 10939 and 10953.

LI. 14—17 assigned different Sumerian equivalents to
the group SAL.L A = Sem. üru, "pudenda"; these we may
probably restore as fyalla, sal and mug from II R., 30, 14 e
and 15^ and II R., 48, 22* (cf. BR. No. 10927). The text
gives the name of the group as munuz-lalü. From the
group-names in 11. 10—17 we learn that the name of the
character "£- was munuz.

• On the following pages transliterations are given of
No. 34951 and of the Assyrian duplicate K. 8302.
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A Neo-Babylonian Syllabary of the class Sc. 303

The following is a transliteration of K. 8302; the
numbers in the margin to the right of the text give the
lines of No. 34951 to which those of K. 8302 correspond.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

(Ό
(12)

(13)

K. 8302 (CT XI, 39). No. 34951

im - ta - ka - kit

si-ir-bii-ur-mu-ie-m-iiu-u

]\ - bu -ur- la-α- ki - ki

ni- ta-ab- tu -kill-la- ku

ni-it-ta \]
i-ta-ab-ga- gu - u

-dam - ma - ku
-nu-uz-dain-ma-ku

(«5) 1TTT IT

3
4
5
6

9
10
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